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Description

This document is circulated to the SC 2 Members for consideration at the next SC 2 Plenary meeting in June 2024. Also, this document is forwarded to WG 2 for consideration.
This document describes additions and changes to ISO/IEC 10646 that the U.S. National Body would like to see integrated in the standard. These will be incorporated in Unicode version 16.0. In order to keep Unicode Standard in synch with ISO/IEC 10646, we recommend the following be included in the next amendment.

1. **CJK Strokes**
The U.S. requests a character name change for U+31E4, from CJK STROKE HZXG to CJK STROKE HXG, based on document L2/24-044 and as amended in Section 32 of document L2/24-067.

2. **Cuneiform**
The U.S. requests the glyph for U+12326 CUNEIFORM SIGN UN be swapped with U+12327 CUNEIFORM SIGN UN GUNU and a formal name alias type “correction” be added for U+12327 CUNEIFORM SIGN UN GUNU with the value CUNEIFORM SIGN KALAM, based on L2/24-074.

3. **Mende Kikakui**
The U.S. requests the following two formal name aliases be added, based on L2/24-065 and L2/24-063 (under https://www.unicode.org/review/pri497/):

   (1) for U+1E899 MENDE KIKAKUI SYLLABLE M172 MBOO a formal name alias type “correction” be added with the value U+1E899 MENDE KIKAKUI SYLLABLE M172 MBO
   (2) for U+1E89A MENDE KIKAKUI SYLLABLE M174 MBO a formal name alias type “correction” be added with the value U+1E89A MENDE KIKAKUI SYLLABLE M174 MBOO.

4. **Telugu**
The U.S. requests the removal of U+0C5C TELUGU ARCHAIC SHRII, based on BIS comments to CDAM 2.4 to ISO/IEC 10646 6th edition requesting additional time to get expert feedback.

5. **Kannada**
The U.S. requests the removal of U+0CDC KANNADA ARCHAIC SHRII, based on BIS comments to CDAM 2.4 to ISO/IEC 10646 6th edition requesting additional time to get expert feedback.